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could you repeat that an innovative
way of getting students to speak up
keith S folse language academy japan

from 1985 to 1989 the texas
international educational consortium
operated a special program in which
governmentsponsoredgovernment malaysiansponsored students
did their freshman and sophomore years in
malaysia before transferring to complete
their degrees at various texas universities
before entering the academic track
students were required to take EAP classes
until they had achieved certain TOEFL and
writing exam scores

teaching these students was extremely
rewarding but also challenging in many
ways one general language problem was
simply getting the students to speak
loudly enough perhaps as a unique aspect
of their culture malay students tend to be
extremely reticent in class even when
they do speak they do not speak up
female students most of them wearing
partial veils had to be prompted quite
often to raise their voice to a level which
the whole class could hear

A more specific language problem was
the students pronunciation particularly
their nonenglishnon stressenglish patterns these
include stressing the incorrect syllable in
words a common error being stressing the
last syllable in a word quicklyquick butterbuly
bicyclebicy

tter
andcle inappropriate sentence level

stress while malay students have very
few problems with any of the english
phonemes vowel plus r combinations
are exceptions to this statement these
stress mistakes often make the students
statements totally incomprehensible to a

native speaker even though all the
individual sounds are correct

to practice speaking loudly and to
practice emphasizing certain words within
a phrase ie stressing certain words I1
developed the game could you repeat
that please it requires little preparation
on the teachers part is easy to use in
class and generates LOUD english from
normally quiet mouths

general plan

in this game the class is divided into
two teams from each team one student
will write at the board one will dictate a
sentence and the others will be the
support team in the audience and will
eventually have a chance to participate
the board should be divided into two equal
areas one for each team the area must be
big enough to write a sentence of about
ten words first send a writer from each
team to the board the people writing at
the board must face the board and cannot
turn to the audience second the dictating
students again one from each team will
each be given a small slip of paper with a
sentence on it that he must dictate to the
person at the board the dictating person
should not be able to see the blackboard
in malaysia our boards were on stands and
were not fixed on the wall in my class I1

always had the dictating student actually
sit in a desk which had been set up behind
the board if your board is on the wall
you could have the dictating students sit in
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the back of the room facing the back
wall in this way they would not see the
board and their voices would have to be
very loud for the writing student to hear

when the teacher says go both of
the dictating students will attempt to say
their sentence to the person who is writing
at the board for the first minute I1 do not
let the audience help they are well aware
of what the dictated sentence is as well as
what is being written on the board and are
all too eager to help their team

the sentences that are distributed to the
dictating students contain numerous mini-
mal pairs or similar sounding words or
phrases which have been placed in the
same general positions within a sentence
this causes confusion and requires the
students to speak loudly speak clearly
and above all stress the words that the
student at the board is having problems
with

after one minute I1 allow the two
students at the board to ask the dictating
students questions the students often
repeat what they have written already and
then stress the missing parts he went to
the market and bought some WHAT

if the sentence hasnt been solved within
a minute the dictating person rejoins his
team in the audience and another team
member takes over that position if the
sentence has not been solved within
another minute then anyone from the
team is free to make comments to the
person at the board

since this game practices pronunciation
and listening skills the game must be
done completely in english if any team
member uses a nonenglishnon languageenglish hint

the other team is automatically awarded
the point for that sentence

the sentences

for one game the teacher should prepare
seven to ten pairs of sentences in the
following sample sentences note the
similarity in individual word pronuncia-
tion and stress patterns

1aaa after she drank the tea one of the
other passengers spoke to her

IB when the ship sank at sea none of
the passengers was saved

2aaa first he studied math then he
watched a movie on TV

2bab first she studied math then she saw
a show on TV

3aaa he deposited the coins in the machine
and then chose a drink

3bab she dropped the coins on the ground
so she couldnt buy a drink

4aaa the wind was blowing wildly you
could hardly walk

4bab the men were talking loudly I1 could
hardly hear

5aaa if the test is not too hard I1 think I1

might pass
5bab if this is not a heart I1 think it might

be a circle

6aaa her tomato salad looks very good
perhaps she ought to add some let-
tuce

6bab her lettuce salad looks very good per-
haps she ought to add some tomatoes

7aaa of all the questions the most difficult
to get right is number six

7bab of all the answers the most difficult
to write is number sixteen

in choosing minimal pairs for these
sentences the teacher should use those
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phonemes which are problematic for the
students to hear this will cause the
student who is trying to write down the
sentence to have to ask for clarification
in addition it is a good idea to choose
two words that are similar linguistically
ie two nouns or two adjectives in this
way the words will probably have occur
in similar positions within the stress
pattern of the sentence an excellent
source for such words is pronunciation
contrasts in english in addition for the
teacher in a multilingualmulti classlingual this text
also tells which minimal pairs are
problematic for which LI backgrounds

teachers can make the game more
relevant by including contexts with which
the students are familiar living in the
dormitory having to open a bank
account etc or by including grammatical
patterns and vocabulary and idioms
recently studied also it is important that
the teacher make use of the particular
minimal pair phonemes which are
troublesome for that language group
because the sentences are similar in stress
patterns and may contain minimal pairs
this exercise is very challenging for the
students

one final piece of advice with this
game even those students who havent
murmured a word all term might suddenly
come alive so you should consider the
size of your class and what noise problems
could be generated in malaysia teachers
in nearby classrooms asked me after class
what all the commotion had been they
could hardly believe that our quiet shy
malay students had actually generated that
much noise
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